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AB S'I'RAC'I'

An experimental investigation of mean pressure distribution

around two square cylinders in tandem is presented. Also the mean

veloci ty distribution in. the wake of the two cylinders were

studied.

Pnssure and velocity distributions were measured for various

longitudinal spacings of the cylinders. Three different Reynolds

numbers were taken into consideration. Drag and lift co-efficients

were c~culated by numerical integration.

A critical longitudinal spacing equal to four times the side

dimension of the square cylinder (LID = 4) was investigated. Beyond

that critical spacing both the cylinders were subjected to drag

force. 'Nhen LID <4 only the downstream cylinder is subjected to

negative drag (or thrust). Also t~e shape of the velocity profile

behind upstream cylinder is different from that of single cylinder.

However beyond LID = 4 the nature of the velocity profile behind

both the cylinder becomes similar to that of a single cylinder. The

variation of Reynolds number have no appreciable change in cp

distribution for cylinders arranged in tandem.
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I

Introduction :

In fluic ~echanics the flew around and behind a cyli~de~ is a
very important problem from fundamental and applie~ points of view~
Flow past a cylinder is always associated with the separation of
flow behind the cylinder incurring large energy losses. Specially

in the case of flow past rectangular and square cYlinders t~e
separation of flow occurs at the CGr~er of the fr~ntal face and a
c~mplex wake is created behind i~4 SCI wind tunnel studies is the
only means to investigate the flow phenomena past such cylinders.
In this respect study of flew characteristics around square
cylinders ar:::-'3.:.1gedin tandem .Nould ::-eveal the nature of wind 1--:";2,[[5

which j.s rE;C1uiredfor -:.heir design ~ ~'ill now extensive resea::::h

~ork has been carried out on isolated bluff bodie~ only. study on
mul tiple bluf'f bodies is a very recen"!:endeavour. Even then wary

little information is available concerning the flow over sq~are

cylind~rs arranged in tandem although this is a problem of

considerable practical significants.



l ..l Mativation .For "the study

W'~le numerous investigation have been made on the flow past

single obstacles with various shapes, a few studies have been made

on tm detailed flow structures associated with complex

configclation consisting of multiple cbstacles. When more than one
bluff .body placed at close proximity in a 'cUn.l,LOrm flew, the
ae~odr~ic parameters like drag and lift, pressure dist=ibutions
and vortex shedding patterns are completely different from the case

of a sbgle body.

T.,~ or~blel1l of predicting the flow patterns arcunc. these

practi.:al arrangements of bluff bodies can be coped with by

develo~ngan understanding of the natu=e of flew on multiple bluff
bedies in cJ.esepreximi ty by 'windtunnel experiments ..with th:'.:';end

in-view~ ~li.i2present investigation of pre",::~ura distribut.icns c.~:ound

rectan;alar and square cylinders arranged i". tandem and with

varyin; spacing ratios was carried out.

1.2 Am of the Study :

~ more than one bluff body is placed in a uniform flow, the

surro~ing flow and vortex shedding patterns are different from

the c~~ of a single body, because there is interference in the

flew ~ Orie body en the ether depending on the 2rrangement or

spacin;s of the bodies. 1.£1 thE; prcpcs:;:;(l research 1 tl~i.t2 tandem

arranganent of two square cylinders will be studied experimentally.

2



The prime objectives of the study were

1. To measure the pressure distribution around the two square

cylinders arranged in tandem and cbserv~ the effect of varying

the spacings between the cylinders.

2. To observe the effect of Reynolds number for each set of

spacing of the square cylinders.

3. Tcmeasu~9 the d~ag and lift cc-efficient.

4. Tostucy the mean velocity distribution in the wake behind the
s~~~e cylinders ar=anged in tandem.

c

1.3 Scope of the Thesis :

The present research prograIT,mecovers only the experimental

investigat:ion of mean pressure distributions around ~;quarE,

cylinders arranged in tandem and mean velocity profiles in the 0 '
wave. Chapter 2 provides with the brief description of the findings

of several researchers in the field of flow over single and

multiple bodies. Notable contributions were mainly made by P.w.
Bearman [5], B.E. Lee [24], A. Okajima [36], B.J. Vickery [50],

Igarasrd,T [20] and Zdrankovich [51]. oesides these, findings of

several other researchers are also incLuded in

3

this chap'c.er.
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...- -~--.-I'-n---c-h-a--pter--~~-m-a1nlyan 3.ccount of the experimental

arrangement and procedure adopted for the investigation are'

presented. It includes the description of the wind' tunnel, the'

constructional details of the test section and the square cylinders

used for the study. The experiment was conducted in the wind tunnel

for unliorm cross flow keeping the turbulence intensity constant

and for three different Reynolds numbers.

Chapter 4 presents the analysis concerning the results of the

experiment. The results are presented in graphical form. In few

cases the existing experimental results of different researchers

are compared with the present one.

Finally, the conclusion which are drawn from the present

investi~tion are given in. the chapter 5. This chapt'ar also

includes and outlines regarding further research in this field.

4



cna.pt.<=>= II

A number of experiments were carried out by several

researchers and the effects of flow characteristics around

\ 'LJ

rectangular, square and ,circular cylinders were.
investigated. A brief description of some of the papers related to

the present study is given belcw.

.F .i. Bearman and D.. M. Truman [5] investigated the base
(.1' C:

,I •• -

"

(surface) pressure co-efficient, drag co-efficient and Strouhal
number of rectangular cylinder with one face normal to the flow

direction.. They found that when dlh = 0 ..62 1 where I d I is the

section depth and 'h' is section width normal to trw wind

dirEcticIl, the drag co-efficient TN3.S maximum about. .2.94.. By

introducing a splitter plate into the wake region they found that

the incl~ased drag effect was completely eliminated. This finding

demonstrated that th", high drag was associated with the regular

shedding of vortices. They also showed that the further the

vortices could be persuaded to form away from the body, the higher

the base pressure. They suggested that for higher values of dlh

(>0.6) the vortices were forced to form further downstream because

of the influence of the trailing edge corners.



Pooetson, L~~ ar.d R~t~8rford [41] carried out experiments on
circular cylinders, spool shaped bodies, cup shaped bodies, square

reds and rectangular rods.to observe the effect of turbulence on

the drag of these bodies. For square rods with their axes parallel

to the flow direction it was found the CD decreased approximately

25% when the t~rbulence intensity increased from 1% to 10%. Two
rectangular rees were used; one had a square crcss-secticn ar:.d

other had a length (in the free stream direction) to breath ratio

of two. The drag was measured with axes of the rectangular rods

oriented normal to the free stream direction. It was noted that en

the sides of the square red} the pressure change wi~h a change l~

turbulenc~ intensity was about the same as for the rear face;
for the rectangular rod} the change in pressure on the side was
large, but small on the rear face. They concluded that bodies which

have shapes such that reattachment of the flow is no~: a factor,

experience an increase in ~ with increased turbulence intensity.

On .the other hand bodies for which i:8attachmeni: or near

reat.tachment of flow occurs with increased turbulence may

experience eit:her a decrease or increase in CD wit.h increased

turbulence intensity depending upon the shape of the body.

B.J. Vickery [50] present in his paper the result of the

measurements of fluctuating lift and drag on a long square

cylinder. He attempted to establish a correlation of lift along the

cylinder and the distribution of fluctuating pressure on a cross-

s2ctior: 4 It waE fcund ~~~t~h~ ~agnitudeof the fluctuating lift

6



WaS considerG~ly?rea~er than tha~ fer a circular cross-section and
the spanwise correlation much stronger. It was also reported that

the presence of large scale turbulence in the stream had a remark-

able influence on both the steady and the fluctuating force. At

small angle of attack (less then 10°) turbulence caused a reduction

in base pressurB and a decrease in fluctuating lift of about 50%.

B.R. Bostock and W.A. Mair [ 6 ] studied the pressure

distribution and forces cn rectangular and D-sr~aped cylinders

placed in two dimensional flow at Reynolds number 1.9 x 105
• It was

found that for rectangular cylinders a maximum drag ca-efficient,Co
obtained for d/h = 0..67. Reattachments on the sides of the

cylinders occurred only fer hid less then 0.35.

Lee [24] made an elaborate study of effect of t.urbulence

on "tht;) base pressure field of a square prism. He presented

measurement of the mean and fluctuating pressure on a square

cylinder placed in two dimensional uniform and turbulent flow. It

was observed that the addition of turbulence to the flow raised the

base pressure and reduced the drag cf the cylinder. He suggested

that this phenomena was attributable to the manner in which the

increased turbulence intensity thickenes the shear layers, which

causes them to be deflected by the downstream corners ot the body

and resulted in the downstream mcvement of .the vortex formation

region. The strength of the vortex shedding was shown to be reduced

as the intens Lty of the _~r!cider:t turbc..lence was increased ..

7



Measurement of drag at vario~;:; --~. -
.:;;;..i,;''::') •.•• ;-::; cf attac;.c (c,n to 45°) showed

that wiLq increased in turbulence level the minimum drag occurred

at smaller values of angle of attack.

P.W. Bearman and A.J. Wadcock [7] describes in their paper how

the flcw~ around two circular cylinders displaced in a plane normal

to the free stream, interact as the two bodies are brought close

together. Surface pressure measurement at a Reynolds number of 2.5

x 10' showed the presence of mean repulsive force between the

cylinders. At gaps between 1/10 diameter and one diameter a marked

asymmetrj in the flew was observed with the two cylinders
experiencing different drags and base pressures. The base pressure

'liasfeund to change from one steady value to another or simply

fluctuate between the two extremes. They also showed how mutual

interference influence the formation of vortex streets f~omthe two

cylinders .

H. Sakamoto and M. Arie [43] collected experimental data on

the vortex shedding frequency behind a vertical rectangular prism

and vertical circular cylinder attached to a plane wall and

immersed in a turbulent boundary layer. They tried to investigate

the effect of the aspect ratio (height/width) of these bodies and

the boundary layer characteristics on the vortex shedding

frequency. Measurements revealed that two types of vortex were

performed behind the body, depending on the aspect ratio; they were

8



the arch type vortex and the I{a..l:'iilZl.tl.
-.,. ...••..• ~.~~--
IJ •••• ,L --.c .••.•

vortex appeared at an aspect ratio less then 2.0 .and 2.5 for

rectangular and circular cylinders respectively. The Karman type of

vortex appeared for the aspect ratio greater than the above values.

The whole experiment was conducted at a turbulence level of 0.2%

and free stream velocity of 20 m/sec.The aspect ratio was varied

between 0.5 to O.8 .

A.Okajima [37J conducted experiments in a wind tunnel and in

a water tank on the vortex shedding frequencies of various

rectan~~ar cylinders~ He presented results that shewed hew
strouhal number varied with width to height ratio of the cylinders

for Reynolds number between 70 and 2 x 10•. He found that there

existed a certain range of Reynolds number for the cylinders with

the width to height ratios of t.wO and three where flow pattern

abruptly changed with a sudden discontinuity in StTouhal number.

For Reynolds number below this value, the flow separated at the

leading edges, reattachc.d on either the upper or lm ..•.er surfaces of

the cylillce~'c.'.:ringa period of vortex shedding. Again for Reynolds

number beyond it the flow fully detached itself from the cylinder.

R.W. Davis and E.F.Moore [10J carried out a numerical study of

vortex shedding from rectangular cylinders. They attempted to

present numerical solution for two dimensional time dependent flow

about rectangles in finite domains. They investigated the

initiation and subsequent development of the vortex shedding

phenomena for Reynolds number varying from 100 to 2800. They found

9



that the..properties of these vortices were strongly dependent on

the Reynolds number. Lift, drag and Strouhal number were also found

to be influenced by Reynolds number.

T. Igarashi [19] reported on the characteristics of flow

around two circular cylinders of different diameters arranged in

tandem. The Reynolds number defined by the diameter of the first

cylinder was varied in the range of 1.3 x 10' to 5.8 X 10' and the

longitudinal spacing between the axes of the cylinders in the

interval of 0.9 diameter to 4.0 diameters. He discussed difference

in the Em.; separaticn, jump phencmena and the bistable flow at the

critical region for the cases of cylinde=s with equal and unequal
diameters.

M.K. Zdravkovich [51] made an experimental investigation with

a smoke visualization technique the laminar wake benind a group of
trlree cylinders. The main cllaracteristics of th.e' interaction

between the three cylinders was the appearance of strong sinuous

oscillations some distance ccwnstream in the wake, which led to the

formation of a new single vortex street. The mechanism of the

formation process of this vortex street and the part played in it

by the sinuous oscillations is demonstrated by series of

photographs. In an interaction between three fully developed vortex

streets, some of the rows of vortices crossed and there was an

extremely complicated rearrangement of vorticity in the wake. They

also found wakes were some-times which were laminar on one side and

turbulent on the other.

10



T. and K. suzuki [21 ] conducted experimental

investigation on the characteristics of the flow around three

circular cylinders arranged in line. There were three cases

concerned with the behavior of the shear layers separated from the

first cylinders on the down stream ones, the first was a case

without reattachment, the seccnd was one with reattachment and the

third was one rolling up in the front region of the down stream

cylinder.

T. Igarashi's [20] experimental investigation was carried out

on the characteristics of the flow around four circular cylinders

'arrangec in line.. concerning the behavior of the shear layers

separated from the first cylinder to the downstream ones, the flow

patterns: were classified according to the longitudinal spacing

between the axes of the cylinders and Reynolds numbers. Flow

characteristics of these patterns were elucidated. The Reynolds

numbers corresponding to the reattachments of the shear layers into

the second cylinder were obtained. Ttl", flow characteristics around

the down stream cylinders changed drastically in this transition

region. Thereby, a bistable flow and a hysterisis phenomenon

emerged.

H. Masanori and A. Sakurai [27] explain in their paper the

wake characteristics of group of normal flat plates, consisting of

two, three or four plates placed by side with slits in between to

the nCr7.al flow direction. They found that when the ratio of the

slit width to the plate width (slit ratio) of a row of flat plate

11



'-::> less the flo1;."1s "chrouql1 the "gaps were -biased either upward or

downward in a stable way, leading to multiple, stable flow pattern

for single slit ratio value.The plates on the biased side showed,
high drag and regular vortex shedding, while these on the unbiased

side shewed the opposite. They suggested that the origin of biasing

is strongly related to the vortex shedding of each plate of a row.

s.c. Luo and T.e. Teng [52] reports on the measurements of

aerodynamic forces on a square cylinder which was downstream to an

identical cylinder. They considered beth tandem and staggered

arrangements of the cylinders. They showed that when the two

c:ylindeis were' in tandem formation a critical spacing equal to

about four times the side length D of the square cylinder existed.

Also they found that when the two cylinders were in staggered

formation, the lift force that act on the down stream cylinder can

be either positive or negative.

The literature survey reveals th.at numerous papers have been

published in the area of flow past one or more circular and

rectangnlar cylinders. While fairly extensive ir;vestigation had

been carried out in the area of flow past a single square cylinder,

much less has been done in the field of flow past two or more. The

present investigation is devoted to the study of flow past two

square cylinders arranged in tandem.

12



Chapt.er- TTT

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

The investigation of flow characteristics around square

oylinders arranged in tandem was carried out in a subsonic wind

tunnel. Meanpressure distribution arcund the rectangular cylinders

placed normal.to the approaching uniform flow was measured with the

help of a digital manometer. The following section describe in

detail the experimental set-up and technique adopted for the

investigation.

3.1 The Wind Tunnel

The experiment was carried eu"'::in an open. cireui t subscnic

wind tu,mel which was 16.15 m (53 ft) long with a test section of

0.46 m (1.5 ft) x 0.46 m (1.5 ft) cross-section. Fig

wind tunnel and its different sections.

'..shows the

The wind tunnel contains successive section such as a filter-

cum settling chamber a bell mouth entry, an eddy breaker, a flow

straigh~ner, a uniform perspex upstream section, test section,

diverging section, two counter rotary axial flow -fans, flow

controlling valve and a silencer. The set up of the wind tunnel was

situated at a constant height from the floor with its central

longitudinal axis. The filter-cum settling chamber was made of a



/

rectangular woeden frame rneasurir:g 2540 mm x 1524 mm x 2134 mm

covered with 25.4 mm thick foam sheets. The outer surface of the

settling chamber was covered with a cloth in order to keep the foam

clean and to prevent external dust. This chamber immunized the flow

inside the tunnel against all out side disturbance and maintain

uniform flow into the duct free from foreign particles.

The bell mouth entry nozzle, made of 18 SWG black sheets was

1180 mm long with a contraction ratio of 10:3. Wire net with 2

heles/cd was fitted at the entrance of the nozzle to act as the
primary eUdy breaker. A honey comb was made by a stack of 25.4 mm
diameter and 150 mm long p.v.c. pipes. It was situated after the

nozzle. For produce stable and more uniform flow, both ends of the

honey comb section was guarded by wire net with 2 hcles/cm.

The diverging ser::t:ionof the wind tunnel ,mB.de v .. ~5 SWG black

sheet, was 3962 mID long. The angle of divergence is 6° which was

done with a view to nrinimize expansion lo~,s and reduce the

possibility of the separation. A foam made isolator was placed

between the fan unit and the diverging section of the wind tunnel

to prevent transmission of vibration towards the main test section.

The flow was produced by a two stage contra rotating axial

flow fans (Woods of Clcchester Ltd England type 38 JTE) of capacity
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14.2 mOls (30,000 efm) at a head of 152 mm of water and at 1475

rpm. The butterfly valve was used to control the flew. A screw

thread mechanism was used to actuate the valve.

Finally the silencer 2743 mm long and 3735 rom diameter was

fitted at the end of the tunnel to reduce the noise of the system.

3.2 The Test section:

The test section was made by the combination of wood1 plywood
and pe~pex sheet. The cc~structicnal views of this section are
shown in figs. 3.2 and 3.3. The length of the test section was

1522 mm, breath and height 457 mm x 457 mm and it was adjacent to

the 762mm upstream perspex section. The top Gnd bottom of the test

section was made of plywood. As shown in the figure one side wall

was made. in such a way as to f1.'.lfilthe requir,.;".::o;ttsof the

experimental procedure. A 22 mm wide and 483 mm long slot was made

at th.emid plane of t.he test section so as to enable longitudinal

movement of the centrally mounted cylinders. Also a square hole of (~

dimension 127 mm x 127 mm was provided at the end of the slot so

that the square cylinders could be mounted in the test section

through this hole. A similar slot was provided on the opposite side

wall ~ch was made of 9 mm perspex sheet and grooves 16 mm x

483 mm. The perspex wall was provided for observation of the probes

and for setting the cylinders properly during the experiment.

15
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3. 3 The Cylinders

The two square cylinders 457 mm long were made of perspex

sheet. Yhe dimension of each cylinder was 50 mm x 50 mm, 4 mm thick

perspexsheet was used to make the cylinders. One end was closed by

inserting a solid wooden block and the other end l:,yinserting

another wooden hollow block with (22.0 mm) through hole. On either

side of the cylinders there were 28 mm long projected circular

portion in order to mount the cylinder as shown in fig. 3.4. The

extreme end of ~he 15 mm diameter projected portion of the cylinder

TAla;:;.giv~n'-a square shape anc. allc\'iec to pass through the identical

rectan~ar hole. This provisicn was needed to maintain for tandem
orientation of the cylinders. Each square cylinder was tapped on

four sides to measure pressure distrib~~ion.Nine pressure tappings

were maCe on each side of the cylinder.

As shown in fig. 3.5 the tap~ings were placed ~~ an inclined

section~ plane for making easy ~onnections. It was assumed that

for two dimensional flow, such placement of tapping would not

effect the results.

To make the pressure tappings 1.5 mm holes were made on each

surface of the cylinder plates. Then 10mm long copper tube were

press fitted to the tapping holes and sealed with "Arreldide" gum.

The exposed end of the copper tubes were connected with the

flexible plastic tubes of 1.6mrn diameter which were used to connect

the tappings to the limbs of a digital manometer.

16



3.4 Experi~e~talProcedure.

The test was conducted in two phases. In the first phase

pressure distribution on a single cylinder was made. In the second

phase pressure distribution around two square cylinder for various

interspacing was measured. Three sets of measurements were taken

for Reynolds number such as 2.5x10.,4.7x10. and 6.5 x 10. for

different L/D ratio ranging from 1.5 to 8.75 for each set. The mean

flow velocity in the test section for these three sets were 7.56

m/sec, 13.94 m/sec and 18.95 m/sec respectively. The turbulence

intensity of the tunnel was approximately 0.17% [53J.

Before measuring the pressure distribution the mean velocity

was measured in a vertical plane 60 em upstream from the cylinders

by means of a pitot static tube connected t,o a digital manometer.

The measured velocity distribution was uniform which can be seen

from the fig. 3.6. One may also observe from the figure that there

is a velocity gradient within 40 mm from -the tunnel surfaces.

3.4.1 Single Cylinder:

The square cylinder was mounted centrally in horizontal plane

at a distance of 1.45 m (57 inch) from the end of the throat of the

entry nozzle. The 50 mm face of the cylinder was oriented normal to

the flow direction. The mean pressure distribution on the body was

recorded bv means of a digital manometer. A pitot static tube for

17
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i~dicati~g the free stream velocity and pressure was placed

cent~ally and 60 em ahead from the centre of the cylinder.

3.4.2 Cylinders in Tandem:

'Two square cylinders were placed in the tandem position.

Initially the cylinders were mounted in such a way that the centre

to centre distance was LID = 1.5. For Reynolds number 2.5 x 10'

pressure distribution around the cylinders were measured for seven

set of interspacings. Also mean velocity in the wake of both the

upstreaE and downstream cylinders were measured for each set ef

interspaeing. Similar experiment was also done fer Reynolds number

of 4.7 x.10' and 6.5 x 10'.

3.4.3 Pressure and velocity measurements:

a . Digital manometer :

The digi tal Micromanomet~,r used was manufactured by furness

controls limited, Bexhill England. Psressu:ce reading upto 0.001 mm

H2° could be taken by the micromenometer. The instrument was

calibrawd against a u-tube manometer with was as the manometer

liquid. The calibrated curve is shown in figure 3.7.

b. Traversing Mechanism :

The pitot static tube was traversed in the air stream by

Mitutoyo co-ordinate Measuring Machine (type ex 652 code 198402)

18
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';rlith rar~ges X .::c-ordinats SCQ IT~Yrl, '! c(;-c::-dinate 5:JO :TIm and -Z- co:.-------

ordinate 400 mm. The mechanism was actuated by a wheel through a

rack and pinion arrangemen~ and by the help of it a position was

fixed up to an accuracy of '0.01 rom.

In order to prevent undue vibration of the sensing probe, the

pitot-static tube was supported by an Aluminium rod of diameter 10

mm. The rod was rigidly fixed to the holder which was again fixed

with the traversing gear. The sensing point was kept 15.24 cm

beyond the end of the rod to ensure that no major disturbances

occuredmean the sensing point of the pitot tube by the presence of

the rod.

3.4.4 Uncertainty in the Measurements :

Error are intrciuced during measurement due to atmospheric

changes, measuring instrume.nts, probe s,=tting etc. An uncertainty

analysis 1.s made for different measured parameters which is

illustrated. It is found that the uncertainty in surface static

pressure measurements is 0.00098% for Re = 6.5 x 10'. For different

Reynolds number the uncertainties in velocity measurements are

different. It was found that for Reynolds number 5.04 X 10'

uncertainty in velocity measurements were 2.82%.
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Cha.pt.~:r IV
R~s~lts a.~dDis=~ssi=~

This

obtained

chapter

from the

is devoted to

investigation

the analysis <)f the results

of flow on square cylinde~s
arranged in tandem. The experiment was coriducted for three

different Reynolds number such as 2.5 x 10", 4.7 x 10" and 6.5 x

10". Effect of' interspacing between the cylinders was observed by

changing the ratio LID. In addition comparative study of the

existing research works and the present investigation are

presented.

4.1 single Cylinder :

The distribution of mean pressure co-efficient for the square

cylinder has been presented in fig. 4.1. For this case the Renolds

number ,"-as6.05 x 10" and turbulence intensity was 0.17% [53].

The result of the present experiment is compared with that of

Lee (24), A.C. MandaI (28) and Pocha [24] as shewn in the figure.

These experiments were dene at different turbulence intensity. This

parameter has a great influence on the surface pressure

distribution as may be seen from the figure, except at'the front

face. The Cp distribution at the front face shows that it is nearly



independent of turbulence intensity and a stagnation point is

established at the middle of the face. At other faces the Cp

distribution for smaller turbulence intensity cases (for T.I <5%)

has more or less same nature and they are within 7% of deviation.

But for 12.5% turbulence intensity case the variation is quite

significant.

Table 4 ..1 shows t~e co-efficient of drag CD of present and

other cases 'at varlOUS Reynolds numbers with different tu~bulence

intensity. It is seen that the value of the drag co-efficient is

highest for the present case. However, it can be noted that the

'drag cc-efficient becomes smaller with ~he inC~2ase in turbulence

intensity as it is mentioned by Roberson at a1 [41J.

Dimensionless velocity distribution in a two dimensional wake

behind a square cylinder is shown in fig.4.2 to examine self

,preser7aticn of flow .. EE!remeasured values have been compared with

the theoretical curve shown in figure. It is ::~hat there is

'.' .

good agreement between them. Fig. 4 .3 shows the mean velocity

distribution in wake behind a single square cylinder. It is seen

that the spread of the wake increases as distance from the body is

increased and the difference between the velocity in the wake and

that outside become smaller. Such a spread of a wake is logical

from the view point of energy transfer to the wake from the

surrounding.
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4.2 Cylinders in Tandem:

Fig. 4.4 shows the variation of drag co-efficient with

interspacing of the square cylinder arranged in tandem and also

comparison is made with similar curve is obtained by Yujichya et al

[55] and Luo and Teng [52]. It is seen that for the downstream

cylinder negative drag exists for LjD<4. However "hen LjD>4

positive drag occurs. The explanaticn to the above observation is

that when' LID <4 the boundary layers that separate from the

upstream cylinder reattach on to "the downstream cylinder and a

region of slow moving fluid is fcrilled which is bounded by t~e shear

layers and the two cylinders. The bounded region is at a pressure

that .isIdwer than the wake pressure of the downstream cylinder and

hence the latter is subjected t~ a negative drag farce or thrust.

This fact is supported by pressure distributions as shewn in figure
4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. In this case only the downstream cylinder is

shedding vertices [52}. For LjD > 4, both cylinders are shedding

vortices [52]: the presf;ure distribution at the re£:.4 side of the

downstream cylinder is lower than the front pressure and thus

subjected to a positivE drag.

Fig. 4.5 shows the variation of drag force and lift force on

the surface of two tandem square cylinders due change in

interspaoing at Reynolds number 2.5 x 104
• It can be s~en from the

figure that the lift force on the top and bottom surfaces of the
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cylinders is same, hence no net lift force act on the cylinder.

Similar occurrence is observed in figs. 4.6 and 4.7 for Re = 4.7 x

1O~ and 5 ..5 x 104 ••

Fig'.4.8 to 4.10 show the mean pressure distribution around

two tandem square cylinders at Reynolds number 2.5 X 10. for

different interspacing. On the upstream cylinder stagnation point

exist at the mid point of the front surface ..For the downstream
cylinder no sue;" stagnation point is observed en the front surface.

Instead very high negative pressure is observed cn "the front

s~rface.However with increasing interspacing the C~ values on the
front surface 'of the downstream cylinder become less negative. The

bottom and top surfaces or the square

cylinders are more or less . ..,unJ..Lorm for all spacings . Also the

pressure distribution on the back surfaces reveal a similar trend.

Fig." 4.11 to 4.13 shows the effect of LID on (' distribution~p

around upstream cyli:t'lder.. It can be observed t:-~at on the top and

botton; surface the pressure distribution is uniform for all

spacings but beyond LID = 4, the Cp values become more negative. A

similar occurrence is observed for the back surface also.

Fig. 4.14 to 4.16 shows the effect of LID on the Cp

distribution around the downstream cylinders. In both figures it is

observed that for L/D<4 the pressure on the front surface is much

lower than the wake pressure of the down stream cylinder. However

beyond LID 4 the front surface pressure is higher than that of
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the back surface pressure. It is noticed that when L/D <4 the

pressure on the rear face of the downstream cylinder increases

(become less negative) with an increased LID.

Fig. 4.16(a) shows the comparision of C. distribution around

downstream cylinder with present research Reynolds number 6.5 x

104. It is observed camparisior.. is made with similar curve is

obtained.

In the case of a sharp edged body like a square cylinder the

separation points are fixed at the leading edges (corners of the

corner c~rve outward and these appear the fcrmaticn cf
front face) and thus the shear layers front

- . .., .Iaml.l.lar

'lortex shedding in the wake region behind the body. This is

illustrated in fig. 4.16 (b). The free shear layers are basically

unstable and roll up to form discrete vortices. The growing

vortices draw in fl.uid from the base region and it is suggested

that"it is. this continual entrainment process that s~stain the low
negative pressure. In fact the magnitude of the negative pressure

is determined almost solely by the manner in.'"b.ichthe shear :Layers

leave the body and roll up to form discrete vortices. Thus a low

base pressure is associated with vortex formation close to the body

while a high base (less negative value) is caused by vortex

formation further away. In the present case for L/D<4 the presence

of the downstream cylinder close to the upstream cylinder causes

the separated boundary layers of the upstream cylinder to be

deflected further downstream cylinder and as a result the vortices
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are formed further away from the rear face of the downstream

cylinder. This resul ts i:r'~ar~i:-.c::-ease iT~ f-:-::-~2'::-~~1.1Y2;:::,on the renT fa88

of both in the upstream and downstream cylinder as shown in figs.

4.111 a11d 4.13.

Fiq. 4.17 to 4 ..21 shew the mean velocity distribution .in the
wakes behind up and down stream cylinders arranged in tandem for

different spacings.. It can be seen from the figures that for

spacing up to LID = 4 the velocity profiles in the wake of the

upstreffil cylinder are similar. It can be seen that the velocity

defect is considerably large behind the upstream cylinder for

LID <4. Also there is not much change in the half width. However

for L/D>4 the"velccity defect behind"the upstream cyliDder becomes

smaller and gradually decreases with increase in longitudinal

distance ..In fact the shape of the profile becomes mere or less

similar to ~hat of single cylinder. For the downstream cylinder

howeve::::-the nature of the velcci ty profile is more or less similar

to that of a singl':! cylinder for all longitudinal spacings.

Fig. 4.22 shows the mean velocity distribution behind upstream

cylinder for longitudinal spacings LID = 3.5 to 4.0. It can be seen

that the width of the velocity profile does not change through out

the length of the velocity defect and it assumes a rectangular

shape rather thana triangular shape.

Figa 4.23 shows the velcci ty distribution hehind upstream

cylinder for lcngi tudinal spacing L/D >4 and fig n 4.24 shows the
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same behind downstream cylinder for longitudinal spacing LjD = 3.5

to 4.5. It is observed from both the figures that the shape of the

velocity profile is similar to that of a single cylinQer.

4.3 Effect of Reynolds Number

Besides at extremely low Reynolds number it has been shown by

tests carried over a wide range of Reynolds numper tha~ the flow
pattern around sharp edged body is relatively insensitive to

Reynolds number. This is because the position of the flow

separation are fixed by the s11arp edges~ R.W. Da.\(~i.s [10J sho~..ved

that fo~Reynclds number less then 1000 the flow around rectangular

cylinders was strongly cependent en Reynolds number~ In case of
extremely low Reynolds number flc\oJ reattachment occurs immediately

after Separation from the frent 8cr~er a~d finally it separates at
the trailing edges. With an increase of Reynolds number flow

separation occurs at the leading edges ane hence fcrth flow patte~n

becomes independent of Reynolds number. in case

reattachment appearing for the change of tandem position of square

cylinder, the effect of Reynolds number imiy' not be ignored. The

nature of pressure distribution around the square cylinder for two

different Reynolds numbers shown in fig. 4.16 (al demonstrates that

flow pattern is not effected by Reynolds number.
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4.4 BlockageCorrection :

~h€ presence of a body in thE •..-li ~ri.d-:,u:-;~:.21test S2cti:;n r:'ed\..'.ces

the flow area and thereby increases thE;velocity of air as it flows

around ~~e body. This increase of velocity due to the presence of

the body is called solid blocking. The wake behind a body has a

mean velocity lower then the free stream. Acccrding to the law of
continuity, t~e velocity cutside the wake must be highest than free
stream so that a constant volume of fluid may pass through the

tunnel test section. According Bernoulli's principle this

increase in speed is balanced by a decrease in static pressure of

the main stream. Consequently. Since the static pressure wi thin the

':,V"akeis "gover:"ied by that of the s~eady airstrealll immediately

adjacent to the boundary of the wake, the static pressure at back
surface of t~e body ends tc be less than it would be if the air
st:t"eamwere unconfined. Due to this wake blocking and solid

blGcking
l

blcckage correction are required to obtain accurate
values of nondimensional:co-efficients. Investigatiorl of this
effect has shown that sufficient accuracy in resul~s are obtained

for models occupying less than 10% of t.Jletunnel wQ]~king sections

area [56].

The total solid and blockage corrections are summed to get the

total blockage corrections. According to Pope and Harper [39J the

total blockage corrections to C? would be approximately of the

order of half times the blockage percentage. In the present study
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"maximum blockage percentage was araund 11% fer th~ single cylinder~

No blockage corrections were made because the corrections needed

are small and also any corrections would make the co-efficient

less conservative (i.e. the value of ~ would be more positive).
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Cha.pt.e.= V

This chapter summaries the achievements of the present

experimental investigation and suggests the scope of extension and

development of the present study. The tandem parameters used in the

present study is comparatively large from that used by the previous

researchers. The effect of flow characteristics around square

cylinders in tandem, pressure co-efficient, drag co-efficient and

other parameters are analysed.

5.1 Conclusions:

L. LID - 4 is the critical spacir.g which effec'::sthe pressue

distribution and aerodyna:nic forces on botll cylinder.

2. The presence of the downstream cylinder inCrf!aSeS (becomes

less negative) the magnitude of Cp on the top, back and bottom

surfaces of the upstream cylinder for LID <4.

3. The change of Reynolds number have no appreciabl~ change in

the ~-distribution for the cylinders arranged in tandem.

(I
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4. For LID <4 the pressure on the front surface of the downstream

cylinder is much lower then the wake pressure of the same

cylinder. Beyond LID = 4 the front surface pressure rises

above that of the back surface pressure.

5. When LID <4 the down stream cylinder a subjected to negative

drag. And at LID >4 positive drag occurs.

6. The width of the velocity profile does not change throughout

the length of the velocity defect and it assumes a rectangular

shape rather than a triangular shape when LID < 4.

7. Half width increases with increases of axial distance.

5.2 Recommendations :

1. The same experiment can be done with flow visualization

technique to get a better understanding about~ the formation cf
wakes and vortex s~eddingpattern.

2. Experiments can be carried out with various turbulence

intensities.

3. Further investigation can be carried out around the critical

spacing LID = 4 for square cylinders arrranged in tandem.

4. The study of flow around tandem square cylinders at different

angles of attack may be done.
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5. Similar experiment can be carried out on rectangular

cylinders.

6. The effect of Reynolds number on cylinders arranged in tandem
with varing side ratios may be investigated.
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APPENDIX A
Determination af Lift and Dr2g C~-effi~ients :

The section of the cylinder shOtin in the above figure is

divided horizontally and vertically into nine strips of width are

shwan with a tapping point at ~he midpoint of each strip.

Now Drag force on the front face

'1

= ywEI>iaXJ
(::::1

2-7-

= y wEE Piaxi]
. l'~j9

(For rear face)

Similarly vertical. force on the top surface.



1!l'
FVt = Y wL PiaXi

(~ ic.

p.aX., :L (For bottom face)

:.Drag co-efficient

(FD -FD )
f r

1 2
2"PAUo

=

=

q

L
(-::01

Similarly lift co-efficient

Pressure co-efficient

~. ".-\- - J:?.'



Now

.•• c=p

=

y w(h-ho)
y w(hs-ho)

(hrho)
(hs-ho)
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APPENDIX B

Errors are introduced during measurements, due to atmpspheric

changes, measuring instruments, probe setting etc. uncertainties

thus may have crept into the measurements of pressure and it is

analysed in the way suggested by Kline and Mcclintock (54).

Uncertainty for pressure Measurement :

(1) ,
Then the mean l.Lu ; f(aO,a.2, •••••• ii)

In terms of objective co-efficient of variance

(2)

(3)

(4)

where ~u is the co-efficient of variance and 6ai is the co-

efficient of variance of free variables ai.
It maybe noted that co-efficient of varience is often used as

measure of uncertainties.
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The wall static pressure measured from the sur!ac_e tapping

were the gage pressure below atmospheric pressure. It P be the

absolute static pressure and Pa be the atmospheric pressure, then

the recorded' pressure be

Pr = Pa - P ( 5 )

and the absol:.lte static pressure

P = Pa - Pr ( 6 )

The recorded pressure is nothing but y.,h,

So that ,
P = Pa - ywhw = Pa - yw hw/1000 (7)

where hw is in mm of water.

Since the change of density of water is negligible. So the

uncertainty is surface static pressure measurement.

Now

liP
--=1
IIp.

II
_P_=-yw x 1/1000
II hw

45

( 8 )
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ap= [apa' +lw(1/1000)2.ahw,P/2
P Pa-hw y w'X 1/1000

But for a short interval 0 p' = 0

( 9 )

Hence a p =
P

Now P = 101325 N/m'

yw = 1000 Kg/m'

y we1/1000) a hw

Pa-hw y w X1/1000

hw = 6.62 mm = 0.61 mm of H,O

Op IP = 4.856 X 10-5

i.e 0.00485%

Uncertainty in Mea~ velocity MeasurGment :

Whenair was flowing with a velocity of U em/sec and pitot

static tube was placed parallel to the flow, the velocity was found

from .the dynamic head hu em of water recorded by the inclined

manometer from the relation.

G I

u = .,j2ghu y.,/y a

46
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where Y. and .Y. are the specific weights. of water and air

respectively. If the sensing point of the pitot static tube had a

misalignment of e from the direction of flO'" due to adjustment

error then the measured velocity would be

u = ,fT2ghu y" I y a) sec6 (11 )

using P =Y. RT, where P,R and T are pressure, gas constant and

absolute temperature of air respectively, then velocity u becomes

u = ,fT2ghu Y w x RTI P) Sec 6

= ,fT2gRy w) x [[huTI P) Sec 6

(12)
= C,fThu Tip) Sec 6

Here, u = f ( T, P, hu, e)

So the uncertainty in velocity measu~ement can be expressed as

( 0 U 2+-0-' a hul
hu

o u 6) 2( 06 . a (13 )

Where ap' aT' a~ and as are uncertainties associated with pressure,

temperature, digital manometer regading and alignment of the proble

with the flow direction.
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To get the uncertainties involved in the different variables

the-respective-partial derivatives are now found out. Again writing

equation (12) in the form

u~ C /Thu T/ P)Sec e

The partial derivatives of U are found to be

C jJiU.T.Sec 6 (_1/2p-3i2) = _!l..[JiUT ,Sec 6
2 p3

(14 )

au
=aT

C/2 .jhu, Sec 6
pT

(15)

C ~ ~ ,Sec
(16)

and ~e= C ~ h~T . Sec6. tan6

putting these equations to equation (13) We get

(17)

au

48



(18)

Now dividing equation (18) by equation (12) the uncertainty in
velocity measurement takes the ferm.

au=
u

1 a 2 aT2 a 2_ [_P_+ __ +~+4aS2. tan2S] "/2
2 p2 T2 hu"

The direction is taken fer objective uncertainties. There is
also subjective uncertainties which is canside~ec 5%, So the final
uncertainties becomes

au
u

Now during an exp£y imental run f "cbe following conditions were

observed.
p = 76.2 em I 0.10 em H2O

T = 82° :t 2°F

hu = 2.61 em H2O 1: 0.0254 em of H2O

e = 0° + .,0~

The corresponding uncertainty in velocity measurement becomes
2.82%
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Pi!!. 4.2 Velocity distribution in a two dimensional wake behind a square

cylinder.
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Authors Cylinder size Turbulent Reynolds Co
Intencity number

Present 50 mIDx 50 mID 0.17% 6.05 x 10' 2.33
Measurement
A. C. Mandal 3D mID x 3D mm 0.4% 5.46 x 10' 2.10
(1975)
B.E. Lee 165 mm x 165 mm 4.4% 1. 76 x 105 1. 99
(1975)
B.E. Lee 165 mm x 165 mm 12.5% 1. 76 x 105 1. 53
(1975)
Pocha (1971) 165 mm x 165 mm - 2.06

4.1 Variation of drag co-efficient of present and other cases at various
Reynolds numbers with different turbulence intensity.
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, l.~der with tapping5.Square cy !••3. 1
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3.2 Co-ordinate measuring machine and pres~ure transducel".
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3.3 Square cylinders arranged in tandem in test section.
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3.4 Complete experimental set-up.
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